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Takeover bids, the free-riderproblem,
and the theory of the corporation
Sanford J. Grossman*
and
Oliver D. Hart**

It is commonly thought that a widely held corporation that is not being run
in the interest of its shareholders will be vulnerable to a takeover bid. We show
that this is false, since shareholders can free ride on the raider's improvement
of the corporation, thereby seriously limiting the raider's profit. We analyze
exclusionary devices that can be built into the corporate charter to overcome
this free-rider problem. We study privately and socially optimal corporate
charters under the alternative assumptions of competition and monopoly in the
market for corporate control.

1. Introduction
* In all but the smallest groups social choice takes place via the delegation
of power from many to few. A fundamental problem with this delegation
is that no individual has a large enough incentive to devote resources to ensuring
that the representatives are acting in the interest of the represented. Since the
representatives serve the Public Good, the social benefit to monitoring their
activities is far larger than the private benefit to any individual. That is, the
Public Good is a public good and each person attempts to be a free rider in
its production.
It is often suggested that in a corporation the free-rider problem can be
avoided by use of the takeover bid mechanism. Suppose that the current
directors of the corporation are not acting in the shareholders' interest, but
that each shareholder is too small for it to be in his interest to devote resources
to overthrowing management.1 It is argued that this situation will not persist
because an entrepreneur (i.e., a "raider") can make a takeover bid: he can buy
* University of Pennsylvania.
** Churchill College, Cambridge.
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the company at a low price, manage it well, and then sell it back at a high price.2
We show that this argument is false. Any profit a raider can make from the price
appreciation of shares he purchases represents a profit shareholders could have
made if they had not tendered their shares to the raider. In particular, suppose
each shareholder is so small that his tender decision will not affect the outcome of
the raid. Then, if a shareholder thinks that the raid will succeed and that the
raider will improve the firm, he will not tender his shares, but will instead
retain them, because he anticipates a profit from their price appreciation. As
a result, a takeover bid may not be profitable even though current management
is not acting in the interest of shareholders. Hence, even in a corporation,
the public good (of the shareholders) is a public good.3
There is a real resource cost in operating the takeover mechanism. A raid
should take place if and only if the social benefit is larger than the social cost.
The raider bears the full social cost, but because shareholders attempt to free
ride by not tendering their shares, he may be able to get only a small part of the
social benefit. As a result, there may be many raids which should take place,
but which do not, because it is not profitable for a raider to execute them.
Shareholders can overcome this free-rider problem. Specifically, they can
write a constitution for the firm which permits the raider to exclude minority
shareholders (i.e., shareholders who do not tender their shares to the raider
and who hold shares in the postraid company) from sharing in all the improvements in the firm brought about by the raider. One method is for the shareholders
to permit a successful raider to sell the firm's assets or output to another
company owned by the raider at terms which are disadvantageous to minority
shareholders. The raider then receives more from the raid than just his share of
the company's (increased) profits. This compensation comes at the expense of
other shareholders and represents a voluntary dilution of their property rights.
In Section 2 of the paper, we discuss the role of such dilutions and focus
on how the extent of permitted dilution affects the tender price the raider
must pay, and hence the profitability of raids. The ease with which raids can
take place will, of course, influence the actions of the incumbent management.
We study this in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, we consider the optimal
amount of dilution from the point of view of the firm's shareholders and from
2 See Marris (1964) and Manne (1965) for a discussion of the role of takeover bids in ensuring
that a director serves the interests of shareholders.
3 The problem is similar to that which occurs in real estate deals involving urban renewal.
It is sometimes suggested that if a few city blocks are dilapidated (because, e.g., there are filthy
streets that are dark and unsafe, filled with houses that have unpainted ugly exteriors and uncut
lawns, etc.), then an entrepreneur can buy the houses at a low price, clean the streets, etc., then
sell the houses at a high price and make a profit. (The entrepreneur "internalizes" the externality.)
However, if we own one of the houses on this street, then we shall surely not sell to the entrepreneur
at a low price because, after the street is improved, our house will rise in value. In the case of real
estate, this "unexcludability" is avoided by the use of secrecy or by making each house purchase
contingent on the entrepreneur's acquiring all of the houses on the street (i.e., unanimity). The use
of secrecy is difficult for firms traded in a stock market because: (A) in the United States the
Williams Act requires potential raiders to disclose their intent publically after they purchase
5 percent of the stock and (B) the stock market is full of traders constantly looking for information
that a stock will appreciate in value and thus secrecy is hard to maintain. The use of unanimity
never occurs in takeovers of widely held companies, presumably because each shareholder would
attempt to be the only "holdout" and thus anticipate a secret payment from the raider for his shares
in addition to the tender price. With many small shareholders it would be very difficult to enforce a
unanimous contract for the above reason.
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the point of view of society. Section 6 comments on the role of competition
among raiders. Finally, Section 7 contains concluding remarks. The Appendix
contains the proofs of all the lemmas and propositions which are stated without
proof in the text.

2. The role of dilution in takeover bids
* In the Introduction we indicated that takeover bids may not ensure good
management of corporations because of shareholders' attempts to free ride. The
purpose of this section is to develop a formal model of this free-rider problem.
We assume that the profit of a typical firm is given by a function f(a),
where a is a description of activities engaged in by the firm (e.g., investment
decisions, hiring decisions, and managerial effort). We suppose that there is no
uncertainty about the firm's profit once the activity a has been selected. The
numberf (a) may also be interpreted as the net present value of the future stream
of profit generated by activity a or the market value of the firm's shares. (In
this paper we shall not distinguish among profit, net present value, or market
value.)4 Let A denote the set of all feasible activities for the firm.
Consider a firm which is using activity a0 E A. Let q = f(ao) denote the
current profit of the firm. Suppose now that an individual (henceforth known
as the raider) announces his intention to take over the firm and announces a
tender price p at which he is willing to buy unconditionally all shares tendered
to him.
How will the shareholders of the target firm react to the tender offer?
One of the most important factors influencing this reaction is the extent to which
the shareholders believe the raider will improve the firm, should his takeover
bid be successful. Because we wish to study the efficiency of the takeover bid
process in the purest case, we shall assume that the raider is a profit maximizer.
For the sake of generality, however, we shall not suppose that the raider and
the firm's current manager necessarily have the same ability in running the firm.
Let maxaEAf(a) be the maximum profit of the firm under current management.
We write the profit of the firm under the raider's management as v = maxaA f (a)
+ E, where E is a measure of the differences in ability between the raider
and the status quo manager. (We shall sometimes treat E and thus v as random
variables.) If the raider's bid is successful, the new profit of the firm is assumed
to be given by v. We shall assume that both the raider and the shareholders
know maxaEAf(a), E, and hence v at the time of the raid. This is a strong
assumption, but it seems to provide a reasonable starting point for an analysis
of takeover bids. Further, one might expect the takeover bid mechanism to
work best when the shareholders and the raider are under no illusions about
the quality of management.
The raider's takeover bid will be deemed successful if more than 50 percent
of the shares are tendered to the raider. Suppose that the firm is owned by a large
number of shareholders, each of whom owns a very small proportion of the firm.
Under these conditions the probability that any shareholder's tender decision
I

We shall assume that the market value of the firm's shares represents the total benefits
which the shareholders get out of the firm. In other words, we assume that the demand curve for
the firm's shares is infinitely elastic and hence shareholders get no consumer surplus from holding
the firm's shares. A result of this is that the firm's initial shareholders will be unanimous that the
firm should choose an action a to maximize f(a).
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will be decisive in determining the success or failure of the bid is negligible.
Thus, each shareholder will ignore his impact on the outcome of the bid in
making his tender decision.
We shall also assume that shareholders and the raider have rational
expectations about the outcome of a bid. In this paper we shall not consider
bids with stochastic outcomes, i.e., bids which succeed some fraction of the
time and fail the remaining fraction of the time. Thus the only successful
bids are those which are expected to be successful with certainty.
It is straightforward to show that under the above assumptions the
commonly made argument that a poorly managed and hence low-priced firm can
be taken over, managed well, and resold at a profit by an entrepreneur is
incorrect. Suppose that the raider's tender price is p. Then any shareholder
who thinks that the raid will succeed with certainty will not tender his shares
if p < v. This results because, given that his tender decision has no impact
on the outcome of the bid, he can do better by holding on (he gets v) than by
tendering (he gets p). Since no shareholder tenders his shares, a bid with tender
price p < v will, of course, fail. It follows that for a raid to succeed, given
that shareholders anticipate that it will succeed (this is the assumption of
rational expectations), it is necessary that

p

V.

(1)

But under these conditions the raider makes no profit, since he pays at least as
much for the firm's shares as they are worth to him. In fact, if, as we would
expect, raids are costly, the raider actually makes a loss! Thus no raids will
take place, even if q is very low relative to V.5
Raids are unprofitable because each shareholder is in a position to free ride
on a potentially successful raid. Any profit the raider can expect from the price
appreciation of the shares he purchases can be captured by a shareholder if he
does not tender. Therefore, individual rationality by shareholders concerning
the tender decision leads to an outcome which is highly undesirable for all shareholders-there are no takeover bids and bad management is not penalized.6
In practice the free-rider problem is not so severe as in the model described
above, and raids do take place. What changes are necessary to allow for this
possibility? The most obvious modification is to introduce differences in valuation
of the firm by the raider and the shareholders -as a result, say, of differences in
risk preferences or information. Let us continue to assume that the raider
values the raider-controlled firm at v, but let the shareholders' valuation be
vs. which may be different from v. That is, vs is the value prospective minority
shareholders put on 100 percent of the dividends in the raider-controlled
corporation. Then, by the argument above, the lowest tender price at which
the raider can get control of the firm is vs. At this price we may assume that
all shares are tendered to the raider, since shareholders are indifferent between
5 We are assumingthat the raideris not a shareholderbefore he makes the raid. Clearly, if
the raiderowns a fractionof the firmlargerthancI(v - q) before a successful raid is announced,
where c is the cost of the raid, then the raidercan make a profit. See footnote 3 for the reasons
it is difficultto make purchasessecretly.
6 In Grossmanand Hart (1979b), we analyze bids at prices p satisfyingq < p < v whose
outcomes are stochastic. We show that stochastic bids do not change the natureof the free-rider
problem.In particular,the result that the raidercannot make a profitfroma takeoverbid without
dilutionstill holds (where profitmust be interpretedin expected terms).
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tendering and not tendering. Let c be the cost of the raid. The raider's profit
is then
T = v - vs-c.
(2)
If vs is sufficiently small relative to v, raids will now occur.
While differences in valuation are undoubtedly important in permitting
raids to take place, it would be unwise for shareholders to rely on luck to
bring a raider who, for some exogenous reason, values the dividend stream of
the firm more than shareholders do. It is better for shareholders to create
a divergence between the value of the dividend stream to a raider and its value to
shareholders who attempt to free ride on the raider's improvements of the firm.
This can be achieved as follows. Let initial shareholders write a corporate
constitution or charter permitting any successful raider to reduce the value of
the postraid company by a certain amount, which the raider is permitted to
pay to himself. There are a number of ways to achieve such a reduction in
value. For example, the raider can be allowed to pay himself a large salary
or to issue a number of new shares to himself. Alternatively, the raider
can be permitted to sell the target firm's assets at below their true value,
via a merger or liquidation, to another company owned by the raider. (See
Section 7 for further comments on this method.) A third possibility is for the
raider to sell the target firm's output to one of the raider's other companies
at an artificially low price. For example, suppose that company A, which
produces automobiles, obtains control of company B, which produces automobile tires. Then the new directors of company B might sell tires to A at a
low price so that most of the profits of the tire company accrue to the automobile company.
Whichever method is used, the result is the same: the value to shareholders
of not tendering their shares to the raider and of becoming minority shareholders in the raider-runfirm is reduced. A divergence between the shareholders'
valuation and the raider's valuation of the postraid firm is introduced, and
shareholders are excluded to some extent from free riding on the improvements
brought about by the raider.
It is important to realize that this divergence corresponds to a voluntary
dilution of shareholder property rights. When the firm is well managed, it is
worth v, and hence the shareholders could with some justification claim that v
is the "true" or "fair" value of their shares. By permitting the raider to reduce
the value of the company and to pay the excess to himself, shareholders are
depriving themselves of the full worth of their shares: that is, they are
voluntarily diluting their property rights. Much of takeover bid law implicitly
assumes that such dilutions are undesirable. The point of view taken in this
paper, however, is that dilutions of this kind are essential if the takeover bid
mechanism is to be effective in penalizing bad managers.
Let us consider how dilutions affect the price at which the raider can
acquire control. Assume that the initial shareholders, when writing a corporate
charter, can enforce a maximal level of dilution, given by 4 dollars.7 For
simplicity, in what follows we shall ignore any exogenous differences in raider
7Though actualcorporatechartersdo not specifya monetarylimiton dilution,they do specify
the extent to which minorityshareholdersare protected from dilution. See Grossmanand Hart
(1980)for an analysisof how monetarylevels of dilutionare relatedto the striingencyof disclosure
and appraisalrequirements.
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and shareholdervaluations. Given the dilutionfactor 0, the value to a shareholderfromretaininghis shares in the event that a raid succeeds is v8 vv - .
Thus, if the raider offers the tender price p, and shareholdersthink that the
raid will succeed, they will tender as long as
p

v -

(3)

In this case, of course, the raid will indeed succeed (we assume as above that
shareholderswho are indifferentbetweentenderingandnot tenderingdo tender).
Equation(3) implies that if v - 0 < q, bids can take place at below the
status quo market value q = f(ao). Note, however, that such bids will fail if
they are expected to fail (shareholderswill not tender, since tenderingmeans
gettingp if the bid is unconditional,whereas not tenderingmeans getting q).8
For this reason, andalso because bids at below marketvalue arerarelyobserved
in practice, we shall henceforthrule out bids atp < q. That is, we shall impose
the conditionp 2 q in additionto (3).
It follows that the lowest tender price which enables the raider to get
control, when dilutionis restrictedto 4, is
p = max (v -4,

(4)

q).

Thus, if the cost of the raid is c, the raider'sprofit will be
v - p - c = v - max (v - 4, q) - c

=

min (4, v - q) - C.

(5)

This will be positive if 0 and (v - q) both exceed c, and raids will take
place under these conditions.
It is importantto realize that in our model the only effect of dilution is
to reduce the price the raider has to pay the shareholdersto get control of
the firm. Given our assumptions,the raiderwho pays p = max (v - 4, q) will
get complete control of the firm, i.e., he will acquire 100percent of the shares.
(Since (3) holds, no shareholder will wish to retain any shares.) Once he
owns 100 percent of the firm, the dilution which he extracts is a matter of
complete indifference-every extra dollar he receives in dilutionis one dollar
less received in dividends. The point, however, is that it is precisely the
threatthatthe raidercan diluteup to 0, which reducesthe value to shareholders
of retainingtheir shares and allows the raiderto get control. (In a more complicated model in which some shares are tendered and some are not, the raider
will find it in his interest to carry out dilution.)
In the next section, we study the effect of dilutionson the currentmanagement's choice of status quo profit, q. Then in Sections 4 and 5 we analyze
the optimallevel of dilutionfor shareholdersand for society.

3. The influence of takeover bids on the manager's
choice of the status quo
* We take as a premisethat corporationshave the followingsort of life cycle.
Initially, a very small group of shareholderswrites the corporate charterand
8
In other words, if v - 4 < p < q, there are two rationalexpectations equilibria.If the
bid is anticipatedto succeed, it will succeed. On the other hand, if the bid is anticipatedto fail,
it will fail. In contrast,whenp 2 max (v - 'P,q), thereis a singlerationalexpectationsequilibrium
in which the bid succeeds.
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decides to "go public," i.e., they sell part of their right to the company's
earnings stream. Since these initial shareholdersare large shareholders,who
desire to sell their shares at the highest possible price, it is in their interest
to devote resources to see that the corporationis organizedto maximize the
(expected) returnto all potentialshareholders.The initial shareholdersrealize
that they will sell most of their shares in the future and that eventually the
corporationwill be owned by many small shareholders,none of whom will find
it in his interest to collect informationabout the corporation. Hence, at the
time the charter is written, initial shareholders try to devise self-enforcing
mechanismsto ensure good management.One mechanismavailable to initial
shareholdersis to give directorssalaryincentives, e.g., stock options, warrants,
etc. The initial shareholdersrecognize, however, that salaryincentive schemes
will not be perfect, because perfectionwould requirethe director's salaryto be
contingenton events which it would be quite costly for any small shareholder
to verify. (For example, an optimal incentive scheme would attempt to distinguishbetween low earningsdue to poor managementand low earningsdue
to a general decline in the industry.)
Recognizing that there are many future states of nature in which the
managerialsalary incentive scheme will be so ineffective that directors will
deviate significantly from profit maximization, initial shareholders write a
corporatecharterwhich encouragestakeover bids. Initial shareholdersrealize
that if deviations from profit maximizationoccur and if dilution is permitted,
then a raider will find it in his interest to collect the appropriateinformation
to discover how to revise the managerialincentive scheme so that profit maximizationis againencouraged.That is, the raidercan take over the firmat price
p = max (v - X, q) and change the incentive scheme to incorporate all the new

informationavailable about the probabilitydistributionof the firm's returns.
The raidercan then sell the company with the new incentive scheme in place
at price v, and make a profitthroughthe price appreciationof the target company's shares (assumingdilution is permitted).
When the raidertakes over, he is in the same position as the initial shareholders were. In additionto revising the managerialsalary incentive scheme,
he may also modify the corporatecharter. He then sells a large fraction of his
shares so that the corporationis once again in the hands of many small shareholders. The whole life cycle then begins anew.
In this paper we shall analyze only one realization of this process;
namely, assume the followingsequence of events: (1) A single director-manager
is assigned to the firm. (2) This managerchooses an action ao with resulting
profitq = f(ao). (3) A potentialraiderarrivesanddecides whetheror not to raid.
(For the moment, we ignore the possibility that there is more than one raider;
see, however, Section 6.) (4) If a raid is successfully carried out, the raider
fires the current manager and replaces the action ao by a profit-maximizing
action (it is assumed that the current managerhas not yet had time to make
any irreversibledecisions); if no raid takes place, or if the raid is unsuccessful,
the action ao is retained.
As in Section 2, the value of the firm under the raider's managementis
v = maxae4 f (a) + E. For reasons which will become clear, we assume that E,
and hence v, are stochastic. To indicate this we shall write D. We shall also
assume that the cost of the raid is a random variable, denoted by c. The
managerdoes not know the realizationsof v ande when he chooses ao. However,
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we assume that at the time of the raid, shareholders know the realization
of v and the raiderknows the realizationof (v,c).
The managerhas well-definedpreferences over the set of feasible actions
of the firm, A. These preferences will be assumed to be representableby a
utility function UC:A

->

R, where R is the real line.9 It is useful to express

the manager'sutility in terms of the profitq that he must achieve instead of the
action a he takes. We denote this by U(q) and assume that U is continuous
in q.10 We assume that the initial shareholderswho write the corporatecharter
know the derived or indirectutility function U(q).1"
In this section we take the dilution factor 0 to be fixed, and we analyze
how the manager's choice of status quo profit q depends on 0.
Suppose the manager chooses ao, giving rise to the profit q

=

f(ao).

Let

(v,c) be the realizationof (v,c). We saw in Section 2 that if the raiderdecides
to make a raid, he will have to offer at least the tender price max (v - X, q) to be
successful, so his profit will be v - max (v - X, q) - c = min (s, v - q) - c,

where c is the cost of the raid. Thus, a raid will occur for realizations of
(v,c) such that min (s, v - q) - c is positive and will not occur otherwise.

Let U be the utility that the managerreceives if he is fired by the raider
and must seek a job elsewhere. Withoutloss of generality,we set U = 0. Then
the manager'sutility from the profitq is given by
U(q)
O

if
if

min (s, v - q) - c c 0,
min (s, v - q) - c > 0,

i.e.,intheeventofnoraid;
i.e., in the event of a raid.

(6)

We shall assume that the managermaximizes expected utility. Let F(c,v)
denote the distribution function of (c,v) and let 7r(0,q)
Prob [min (0, v - q)
> c] denote the probabilityof a raid.12Since the manager'sfinalutility is given

by (6) for the particularrealization(c,v) of (c,v), it follows that the manager's
expected utility from profitq is
W(q) = U(q)(1 - 7(o,q)).

(7)

Hence, an optimal action for the manageris one that maximizes W(q).
9 The utility function Uiis understood to incorporate such factors as the salary of the manager,
the amount of managerial effort required to implement the particular action a, the size of the firm,
the manager's shareholding in the firm, and any salary incentive scheme that initial shareholders
have devised for the manager. (For a discussion of these and other determinants of managerial
"utility," see Baumol (1959), Marris (1964), and Williamson (1964). See also Ross (1977) and
Mirrlees (1976) for discussion of salary incentive schemes.)
10Assume that the set of feasible profit levels {q If(a) = q for some a E A} equals the
for some nonnegative numbers qminmaxaeAf(a).
closed interval [q1,,imaxaE,f(a)]
Define
U(q) = maxaeA U(a) subject tof(a) = q, where qmin - q
f(a). Note that management
maxaeA
may be attempting to maximize profit, but it may lack the ability or information to do so. This can
be incorporated into our model if we think of U(q) as being very low for values of q which the
manager lacks the ability or information to produce. Thus, in particular, set U(q) = -?? for
C

q > maxaeAf(a).

11For simplicity, we have taken the profit function q = f(a) to be deterministic. Of course,
if this were really the case, there would exist a salary incentive scheme which gets the manager
to maximize profit: "produce maximum profit maxa,A f(a) or you are fired." A perfect incentive
scheme of this sort would not exist, and none of our results would change, if we assumed that
q = f(a, 0), where 0 is a parameter unobserved by shareholders, but known to the manager and the
raider. The need for dilution, furthermore, is just as great as in the deterministic model studied in
this paper.
12
We shall assume that v is bounded from above and that e and v are nonnegative.
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Note that the probabilityof a raid IT(f,q) is a nonincreasingfunction of q.
Hence, the tradeoff for the manageris between choosing a high profit action
with an associated low chance of being raided and choosing an action which
provides high managerialutility but which is likely to lead to a successful
takeover bid.
If v and c are nonstochastic, then for a given choice of q, either a raid
occurs with certainty or no raid occurs, i.e., 1T(o,q) = 1 or 1T(6,q) = 0. It
follows that as long as U(v) > 0, the managerwill always choose q largeenough
so that no raids ever take place. However, when v and c are stochastic, it
will not in generalbe optimalfor the managerto choose q such that T(0,q) = 0,
and hence takeover bids will generallyoccur.

4. Shareholders' optimal choice of the dilution factor, f
*

In the last section we studied the manager's action for a fixed dilution

factor 0. We consider now the optimal value of the dilution factor, 0, for the

initial shareholdersof the firm.
We shall assume that the marketvalues the firmaccordingto its expected
return;that is, the marketis risk-neutralwith respect to the firm's activities.13
Hence, the initial shareholders-who wish to get as high a value for their
shares as possible-will choose a value of 0 which maximizes the expected
returnfrom the firm's operations.This expected returnis given by
r(@)-q((

-

1T(0,q))

+ E[max (v-

, q) min (0, v

-

q) > c]1T(e,q),

(8)

since if there is no raid (which occurs when min (s, v - q) ? c), the market
value of the firmequals the profitof the firm,q; while if there is a raid (which
occurs when min (s, v - q) > c), the market value of shareholders' shares
equals the tender price announcedby the raider, max (v - 0, q). It should be
emphasizedthat r(f) is the value at which the firm's shares sell in the market
before it is known whether or not a takeover bid is going to occur.
Considerhow changes in 0 affect r(o). As 0 increases, the value of shares
in the event of a raid(the tenderprice), max (v - k, q), decreases. At the same
time, however, the probabilityof a raid, IT(f,q), increases. Hence an increase
in 0 reduces the amount shareholdersgain from any particularraid, but it
increases the number(the probability)of raids.
There is a furthereffect caused by a variationin e which results from the
fact that the status quo profit q depends on 0. In the last section we showed
that the manager chooses q to maximize W(q) = U(q)(1 - 1T(o,q)). In general,

we might expect that an increase in X, by making raids easier, will lead the
managerto choose a higherstatus quo profit. We shall demonstratethat this
is indeed the case.
A difficultythat arises in the analysisof the relationshipbetweenstatus quo
profit and 0 is that there may be several actions which are optimal for the
manager,and hence several possible optimal status quo profit levels, even if
U(q) is strictly concave. We shall assume that if the manageris indifferent
between two actions, then he chooses the one with the higherprofitlevel. This
13
This is a reasonableassumptionif the firm'sreturnis independentof the returnsof other
firms, and shareholdershold well-diversifiedportfolios.
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and in the

Appendix we prove:
Proposition 1: q(f) is nondecreasing in

+.

An increase in 0 therefore has three effects: (1) for a given status quo
profitq, it reducesthe tenderprice offeredby the raiderif he chooses to raid,and
hence the amount that the shareholdersreceive from any particularraid;(2) it
increases the numberof raids that take place for any status quo profitq; (3) it
increases the return to shareholdersin the event there is no raid, i.e., it increases the status quo profit q. From the point of view of the shareholders,
(2) and (3) are goods, while (1) is a bad.
Because of these three effects, general analysis of the optimal e is quite
difficult.However, muchinsightcan be gainedfromthe analysisof specialcases.
Consider first the case where c is nonstochastic. Then the following can be
established:
Proposition2: Suppose c is nonstochastic, i.e., c
(a) If v is nonstochastic, i.e., v

=

c with probabilityone.

v, and U(v) > 0, then it is optimal for the

initialshareholdersto choose any 0 such that + > c. At any optimal0 no raids
take place.
(b) If v is stochastic (i.e., the marginaldistributionof v is not degenerate),
then: (i) Initial shareholders will want to choose 0 to maximize the tender
price in the event of a raid subject to e > c. This is accomplishedby setting
eh > c, but as close to c as possible.'4 (ii) Raids will generally take place.
(iii) q(o) is constant for all p > c.
Proof:

(a) From(5), raidstake place if and only if min (0, v - q) > c. Since c and
v are nonstochastic, this means that a raid takes place with probabilityone or
probability zero. The assumption U(v) > 0 implies that the manager would
ratherprofitmaximize-and hence avoid a raid-than choose an action which
would lead himto lose hisjob with certainty.It follows that the managerwill act
so that no raidstake place. Hence, the returnto shareholdersis given by status
quo profit,q(o). FromProposition1 it follows that it is optimalfor shareholders
to set e as large as possible. However, if e > c, then min (0, v - q) > c iff
v - q > c. Hence 1T(o,q) is constant for all e > c, and therefore r(o) = q(0)

is constant for all 0 > c.
Note that since in this case there are never any raids, the factor which
makes a large 0 unattractive to shareholders (namely that a large 0 will
lead to a low tender price in the event of a raid) is absent.
(b) If p c c, then by (5) no raidstake place so that in this case r(o) = q(f).
Since r(-) ? q(o) for e > c, it follows from Proposition 1 that 0 ? c is not
optimal. If

p>

c, then min (s, v - q) > c iff v - q > c. Hence ir(f,q)

is

constant for all 0 > c. Therefore,the manager'saction q(0) will be a constant

for all 6 > c. However, for all v such that v - e > q, the tender price
p = max (v - 0, q) will be reduced when 0 is raised. Thus, by making 0 as small

as possible but largerthan c, shareholdersmaximize the tender price without
14 We denote such a situationby
0 - c. In general there is a trivial "openness problem"
and no optimal0 exists in this case.
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loweringmanagerialeffort. In general, it will not be optimalfor the managerto
set q so high that the probabilityof a raid is zero (since with v stochastic he
can trade off low probabilityof raids against high managerialutility). Thus
raids do in general take place. Q.E.D.
Proposition2a illustratesthe fact thatpermittinglargelevels of dilution,and
thus a low tender price in the event of a raid, is good for shareholdersif no
raidsever occur. In Proposition2b, however,raidsdo occur, and so shareholders
wish to limit dilution to obtain a high tender price. In the case where e is
nonstochastic, this is achieved without any reductionin managerialeffort because the threat of a raid, 7r(0,q), will be constant for all 0 > c. The next
proposition shows that if c is stochastic, then there is a real tradeoffbetween
the achievement of a high tender price and managerialefficiency.
Proposition 3: Suppose that v is nonstochastic, i.e., v = v with probability one,

but that c is stochastic (i.e., the marginaldistributionof c is not degenerate).
Then it is optimal for the shareholderseither (1) to put no restrictions on the
raider's ability to dilute, i.e., to set 0 = 00,which means thatp = max (v
D= q; or (2) to choose 0 to maximize

,

q)

(v - 0) Prob (o > c)+ q * Prob (+cc,(9)
where q* is the unconstrainedutility-maximizingprofit for the manager, i.e.,
solves maxqU(q). (In case (2), the managerignores the possibility of a raid
and sets q(O) = q*.)
The idea of the proof (which is given in the Appendix) can be seen by
noting that if v = v with certainty, then the raider's tender price is

q*

mx -I[v-

if
q=iflq

q?v-v
q > v -.

Considera given valueof . Thenfor eachq, p is independentof either4 or q. Let
0* be the optimalchoice of 0 for the shareholders.Ifp = q at the optimum,then
4 can be set equal to +oowithoutchanginganything.This is case (1) of Proposition 3, and raids are encouragedas much as possible. In this case the manager
maximizes U(q) Prob (v - q 2 C). Let q denote the solution to this problem.
On the other hand, ifp = v - 0 > q(O) at the optimal 0, then by lowering q

the manager will not increase the probabilityof a raid. Hence, he chooses
q = q*-the maximizerof U(q). This is case (2) of Proposition3. In this case
shareholdersknow that for all 0 such that v - 0 > q*, the manager'saction
is unchanged,and hence their tradeoff is between increasinge to increase the
probabilityof a raid, Prob (p > c), or decreasing4 to increase the tenderprice
(v - O).

Case (1) of Proposition 3 will apply when q is close to v and q is much
largerthan q*: if the threat of a raid provides very strong incentives for good
managementand if the salary incentive scheme embodied in U(q) is not very
effective. Case (2) applies, in contrast, when q is substantiallylower than v and
q is close to q*: when the threat of a raid provides a weak incentive for
managerialeffort relative to the salary incentive scheme. In the latter case it
is not optimalfor the shareholdersto set 0 = ooand to sacrifice the chance of
getting a high tender price in the event of a raid. In fact, it is preferablefor
them to dispense with the takeover threat altogether.
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When v is nonstochastic and c is stochastic, shareholderschoose only
between the profit levels q and q*. If v and c are both stochastic, however,
then q(O) will take on more than two values as 0 varies. In fact, it will vary
smoothlywith 0 because for each 0 andq, the tenderpricep = max (v - X, q)
will equal v - 0 for some realizations of v, and it will equal q for other

realizations of D. Hence, changes in 0 and q will always have some impact
on the probabilityof a raid. In other respects, though, the case where v and c
are both stochastic is very similarto the case where c alone is stochastic. In
particular,there is a real tradeoff between achieving a high tender price and
inducing managerialefficiency; shareholders'pursuit of the former leads to a
(partial)sacrificeof the latter.
In summary, if shareholdersknow the costs of a takeover bid, then by
setting 4 > c they can compensate the raider for these costs. Proposition 2
shows that underthese conditions it is optimalfor shareholdersto exploit fully
the threat of raids: the optimal choice of 4 leads to maximization of the
status quo profit q().'5 In contrast, when c is stochastic, Proposition 3(2) shows
that shareholdersmay limit the disciplinaryrole of raids considerablyin their
efforts to ensure a high tender price.
Since the case where c is stochasticyields ratherdifferentresultsfromthat
in which c is nonstochastic, it is worth consideringthe nature of takeover bid
costs. A raider must face four main costs. The first is the cost of collecting
informationaboutpossible improvementsin the firm.Second, thereis the cost of
raising the funds to finance the purchase of the firm. Third, there are the
administrativeand litigationexpenses of the takeover bid itself. Finally, there
is the cost of reorganizingthe firm if the raid is successful.16 While it may
be possible to estimate some of these costs quite accurately (e.g., the cost of
runningthe tender offer), it may be very difficultto estimate others (e.g., the
cost of informationcollection or reorganization).Furthermore,some of these
costs may be raider-specific;they may be high for some raiders and low for
others. Since the characteristicsof the particularraiderwho will make a bid are
not known a priori, this may create considerableuncertaintyabout cost levels.
For these reasons it seems likely that the initial shareholderswritingthe corporate charterwill perceive the raider'scost-his reservationprice for carrying out a raid-as a random variable (with possibly high variance) rather
thana determinatenumber.In other words, the case wherec is stochasticwould
seem to be of greater practical significance than the case where c is
nonstochastic.17
15
In particular,q(4) = q(oo).One possibility which we have not considered is that shareholderssubsidizeraids. Under some conditionsthis can lead to higherstatus quo profitlevels than
q(oo).Forexample,supposethatceandv arenonstochastic.Let it be writtenintothe corporatecharter
thatanybodywhocarriesout a raidwillbe givena subsidyequalto c. Thenthisforces the managerto
set q = v, if he wantsto avoid a raid.In contrast,if thereis no subsidyand 4 = cc, the managercan
avoid a raid by settingq = v - c. There are obvious moralhazardsinvolved with this scheme.
16 For example, the raidermay have to spend time workingout how to devise an incentive
scheme which will ensurethat futuremanagersof the firmcarryout the profit-maximizing
action.
17 In the analysiswe have lumpedtogetherthe fourabove outlinedcosts. Froma formalpoint
of view, however,this is not reallylegitimate,since the cost of collectinginformationaboutthe firm
differsfromthe othercosts in that it is a sunkcost by the time the raidoccurs. Thus, whilethis cost
will influencewhethera raiderinvestigatesthe firmin the first place, it will have no effect on the
raider'sdecisionto raid,once he has decidedto become informed.See Grossmanand Hart(1979a)
for a model of takeoverswhich carefullydistinguishesbetween the sunk and nonsunkcosts.
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5. The optimal choice of the dilution factor f for society
* So far we have looked at the initial shareholders'choice of the dilution
factor. However, it is also interesting and important to consider society's
perspective on this decision. This section will analyze the divergencebetween
the shareholders'and society's views that is generatedby the assumptionthat
there is only one raiderin the event of a takeoverbid. The next section explains
the reasons for this assumption.
We shall assume that society, like the shareholders,is risk neutral with
respect to the activities of the firm.For a given value of .p,the returnto society
from the firm's activities is
R()

-q(4)(I - 1T(4),q)) + E[v= r(4) + E[min (.k, v3-

|min
|-

(.p,v - q(O)) >

T min (.p, v

-

7]r(0,q)

q(4)) > c] x

IT(/,q)

(10)

because when there is a raid, the efficiency gain is the increase in the profitof
the firm minus the cost of resources used up in the raid. We are ignoring
distributionaleffects-how much the raidergets versus how much the shareholdersget-and we are also assumingthatthe socialcost of resourcesconsumed
in the raid equals the private cost. Finally, we assume that perfectly competitive conditionsprevail in the marketfor the firm's output(s), so that the social
contributionof the firmto the economy is representedby its profit. (Thus we
are not consideringraids which take place to restrict competition.)
From (5) the raider's expected profit is E[min (.k,v - q) - c |min (.), v
-

q) > c]

x IT(4/,q). Hence, from (1O)it is clear that the social return R(/) will

equal the privatereturnr(o) if the raidermakes zero profit.18This will occur if
there is competition by other raiders at the time of the raid. It will also
occur if there are no realizationsof (v,c) for which a raid takes place. Recall
from Proposition 2 that if v and c are nonstochastic, shareholderschoose +
such that no raids take place. Hence we have:
Proposition4: If c and v are nonstochastic and U(v) > 0, then it is optimalfor
society to choose any 0 such that 0 > c.
Proposition 4 shows that, in particular,it is optimal for society to set
when c and v are nonstochastic. We shall now show that, under our
assumptions, this result generalizes: 0 = oois socially optimal even when c
and v are both stochastic. Recall from Section 4 that an increase in 0 has three
o= o

18 In measuringthe firm's returnto society, we have ignored the welfare of managers.In
general,the managergets consumersurplusout of hisjob. In fact, Calvo(1977)has emphasizedthat
giving an employee consumersurplusin his presentjob is necessary if the threatof removalis to
providean incentivefor good work. In our modelthis surplusdependson 0: U(q) Prob [min(0, v
- q) c e]. One justification for ignoring managerialwelfare is that (1) shareholdersremove
managerialsurplusby chargingan entry fee; and (2) managersare sufficientlyrisk averse with
respectto the possibilityof losingtheirjob thatthe maximumentryfee thatthey arepreparedto pay
is negligibly small. A second justificationfor ignoringmanagers is that managerialsurplus is
dissipatedin the competitionbetween prospectivemanagersto get the managerialposition. For
example, managersmay have to incur(opportunity)costs queueingfor managerialpositions, with
the lengthof the queueadjustinguntilindividualsarejust indifferentbetweenjoiningthe queue and
lookingfor a nonmanagerialposition.It is importantto note that, if managerialwelfareis significant
andis includedin R(O),then, while some of our specificresultsare altered,the principalconclusion
reachedin this section -that thereis a deviationbetweenthe privatelyandsociallyoptimallevels of
dilution-stands.
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effects: (1) it reduces the raider's tender price for a given value of q; (2) it
increases the numberof raidsthat take place for each value of q; (3) it increases
status quo profit q. From the point of view of society, (2) and (3) are goods
(the former because a raid only occurs if v - c > p - q(e), i.e., if the firm's

return under the raider is higher than under current management),while (1)
is irrelevantsince distributionaleffects are beingignored.Therefore,in contrast
to shareholders,society will never wish to limitdilutionsto increasethe raider's
tender price. In the Appendix we prove:
Proposition 5: R(q) is nondecreasing in +. In particular, R(O) achieves a
maximum at 0 = oo. Furthermore, if Prob [v - qnin - c > 0] < 1, a necessary
condition for R(4) to achieve a maximumalso at 4' < oois that q(O) achieves
a maximum at .' = 0.

As noted, Proposition5 depends on the fact that from an efficiency point
of view the division of the spoils between the raider and the shareholdersis
irrelevant.This is true, however, only because we have implicitlyassumed that
the amountinvested by initial shareholdersis independentof the rate of return
which they earn, i.e., investment is interest-inelastic. We now show that if
a low expected rate of return on investment leads shareholdersto withhold
investment funds, it is no longer true that society will desire to set

+

=

00.

Suppose the profit functionf(a) of previous sections applies to a firm of
unit scale. Assume that if an aggregate amount of investment or capital, K,
is forthcoming, then it will be possible to set up exactly g(K) firms of unit
scale so that aggregateprofits are g (K)f (a), where a is the action of a typical
firm. The function g(K) is assumed to be twice differentiableand increasing
with g(O) = 0, g(l) = 1,

limK,.

g'(K) = 0, g'(O) = oo, and g"(K) < 0. The

strict concavity of g indicates that there are decreasing returns to scale in
establishingnew firms.
Let s > 0 be the opportunity cost of capital, i.e., the social rate of
returnwhich can be earned from investing in the unincorporatedsector. Then
the social returnfrom investing in the corporate sector is given by
g(K)R (4)

-

sK.

(11)

In a privateownershipeconomy, however, K will be chosen by privateinvestors
not to maximize(11) but instead to maximizethe privatereturnon investment
g (K)r(4) - sK.

(12)

Note that we assume that the private rate of return from investing in the
unincorporatedsector equals the social rate of return,s.
Assume that the economy is decentralizedso that the governmentcan set
legal limits on the dilution of property rights but cannot control investment
directly.19Thus, the governmentattemptsto maximize(11) subjectto K's being
chosen by private investors. If r() ?- 0, let K(4) denote the uniqueK which
maximizesg (K)r(k) - sK so that K(0) is the level of privateinvestmentwhich
is forthcomingif the governmentsets the maximumamountof dilutionequal to
f. The government's objective is to choose 0 to maximize g(K(o))R(o)
'9 If the governmentcontrolledboth K and 0 directlv, then from (11) 0 would be chosen to
maximize R(4) and K would be chosen to maximize g(K)R(O) - sK.
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- sK(0).2 We shall comparethe resultingvalue of 4 with what emerges when
initial shareholdershave control over dilution, in which case they choose +
andK simultaneouslyto maximize(12). In particular,this meansthat an optimal
0 for shareholdersis one which maximizes r()): our earlier analysis applies
to the shareholders'choice of 4 even when investment is interest-elastic.
It is clear that, in general, it will now no longer be optimalfor the governmentto set + = oo.Althoughpermittingunlimiteddilutionsmaximizesthe social
returnper unit of investment, this entails dilutingthe propertyrights of initial
shareholdersby reducing the expected rate of return to them, which in turn
reducestheirincentiveto invest. In Proposition6 we show thatwhile the government will wish to limit dilutionwhen investmentis interest-elastic,it will never
wish to limit dilutionto a greaterextent than shareholderswould: the socially
optimal 4 is no smaller than the privately optimal 4. The distortion caused
by the existence of only a single raider implies that the government should
encourageraids at least as much as the private sector would.

Proposition 6: Let / be a maximizer of r(/). Assume r(o,) > 0. Then (i) there
is a J, satisfying J: 2
which maximizes g(K(0))R(0) - sK(0). (ii) If /,
is the unique maximizerof r(o), then every 4) which maximizesg(K()))R())
- sK(4) satisfies4) 2 ,. (iii) A sufficientconditionthat4) can be chosen equal
to 4, is that 4, be a maximizer of R()). (iv) If /, is a unique maximizer of
r(4), a sufficient condition that 4) > 4, is that r(o), R(4) are differentiable

functions of 4 and that R'(4)) > 0.

Parts (i)-(iii) of Proposition6 are proved in the Appendix. Part(iv), which
says that the socially optimal level of dilution exceeds the privately optimal
level if R'(4)) > 0, is sufficiently simple to establish here. We shall show
that at k = 0, the government's objective function g(K(0))R(0) - sK(0) is
increasing. The derivative of the objective function is (g'R - s)K' + gR'.

Shareholderschoose K to maximizeg(K)r(o) - sK for 4 = 4, so that
g'(K)r(4),) = s.

Differentiating,we get
But

4

g"(K)K'(4p)r(4,) + g'(K)r'(4,) = 0.
= O., maximizes r(o) so that r'(4,) = 0 and hence K'(4,) = 0. Thus,

the derivative of the government's objective function becomes gR', which is
positive because R'(4,) > 0. Thus 4, > 0,, and the governmentwill want to
make raids easier than the private sector does.
Let us interpretthe condition R'(4,) > 0. It is clear from Proposition 5
that this condition will generally hold as long as O., is not a maximizer of
R(o), i.e., as long as there is a divergence between private and social
optimality in the interest-inelastic investment case. But we know that there
is generally such a divergence, for we showed in Section 4 that when e is
20
It is easy to show that if the distributionfunctionof (c,v), F(c,v), is a continuousfunction
(this impliesthate andv are both stochastic),then an optimalchoice of 4 exists for the government.
Underthe same conditions,it can be shown that there is a solutionto the shareholders'problem:
maxo,r(4). The only difficultyin provingthese resultsis thatq(4) may not be continuousin 4. This
resultsfromourassumptionthatif the manageris indifferentbetweentwo valuesof q, he chooses the
higherone.However,q(O) willbe uppersemicontinuousin4, andthisis allthatis neededintheproofs.
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stochastic, shareholderswill in generallimitthe disciplinaryrole of raidsin their
efforts to ensure a high tenderprice, i.e., q(O) will not be maximizedat f = ov
(see, in particular,Proposition3(2)). It follows from Proposition5 that R(O) is
also not maximized at 0 =

Op.21

If there is no divergence between private and social optimality in the
interest-inelasticinvestmentcase, then Proposition6(iii) tells us that there will
also be no divergencein the interest-elasticinvestmentcase. Therefore,Proposition 6 may be summarizedas follows: if privately and socially optimal levels
of dilutionare equalin the inelastic investmentcase, then they will also be equal
in the elastic investmentcase; however, if the socially optimallevel of dilution
exceeds the privatelyoptimallevel of dilutionin the inelastic investment case,
then it will also in general exceed it (and certainly never fall short of it) in the
elastic investment case.

6. Competition and the costs involved in a takeover bid
* In this section we analyze the consequences of permittingcompetingraids.
Suppose there are no sunk costs of a raid and there is perfect competition
amongraidersin the sense that the (v,c) pairs of differentraidersare perfectly
correlated.Then in the event (v,c) = (v,c), raiderswill compete and drive the
tender price up to v - c as long as 0 > c. Thus, if 0 > c, the raider's profit
is zero, and the social and privatebenefitsfrom a raid are equal. It follows that
shareholders acting in their own (private) interests will choose the socially
optimal amount of dilution, which is 0 = oo.Note that the presence of competi-

tion among raiders does not in any way alter our conclusion that dilution is
essential in permittingtakeovers to occur.
This argumentassumes that shareholderscan rely on enough competition
to protect them. Before giving some theoretical argumentswhy initial shareholders may not be able to rely on the existence of competing raiders at the
time of a takeover bid, it is worth mentioningsome empiricalevidence in favor
of our conclusion that f is, in general, set sufficiently low to restrict raids.
First, there is a class of corporations called "closed end mutual funds" for
which it is clear that v - c > q.22 These corporationshave had many 5-year
periods where if 0 = 00, a raider could have made a profit of at least 15 percent

(assumingclv = 5 percent)by takingover at a price of q and then liquidatingthe
corporation'sassets for v. Second, there are many other companies for which
21 Althougha divergencebetweenprivateand social optimalitygenerallyexists in the interestinelastic investment case, and hence, by the argumentjust given, also in the interest-elastic
investmentcase, in some specialcases the divergenceis absent.Wealreadyknowthatone suchcase
is whenc andv areboth nonstochastic(see Propositions2(a)and4). In fact, the divergenceis absent
even whenv is stochastic,as long as e is nonstochastic.For,by Proposition2(b), 4p c underthese
conditions(see Proposition2(b)andfootnote 14).Furthermore,Proposition2(b)shows thatraising4
above 4, neitherincreasesstatus quo profitnorenlargesthe set of raidingstates, andhence has no
effect on R(4). Therefore, , _ c is also a maximizerof R(4). Finally, if c is stochastic, but v is
nonstochastic,Proposition3(1) shows that it will sometimes be the case that = c is privately
optimal.Againthe divergenceis absent in-such cases.
22 These corporations'only assets are shares of other corporations.The value of a particular
closed endfund'sassets can be calculatedby checkingthe valueof the sharesit holds;the valueof its
assets is calledits "net asset value." These corporationsoften sell at substantialdiscounts,i.e., the
price of 100percent of the closed end fund is often 20 percentlower than its net asset value; see
Sharpeand Sosin (1974), Malkiel(1977),or any Mondayissue of the WallStreet Journal.
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there is some evidence that v - c > q.23 The fact that companiescan persist for
long periods, operatingpublicly at profit levels substantiallybelow maximum
profit,is stongevidence in favor of the hypothesisthat shareholdersdo not allow
large levels of dilution;for, if they did, then surely some entrepreneurwould
take over these "discounted" companies. Presumably shareholders did not
set 0 = 0 because they were afraidthattheirpropertyrightswouldbe massively
diluted because of a lack of competition at the time of a takeover bid.
As we noted at the end of Section 4, there are several types of costs
which arise in a takeoverbid. Some of these, e.g., the financing,administrative,
litigation, and reorganizationcosts, are consistent with competition among
raiders, since they are incurredat the time of the raid. However, the presence
of ex ante costs of research and informationcollection, which are sunk by the
time the raid takes place, will tend to limit ex post competition. This is so
because generally one raiderwill be first to discover what changes should be
madein a corporation,and since other raidersdo not have this knowledge, they
will not be able to compete effectively with the informedraider.
In fact, perfectcompetition,ex post, amongraidersis inconsistentwith any
of their earninga returnon their "sunk," ex ante, informationcosts. Therefore, not only will initialshareholdersbe unableto rely on ex post competition,
but ex post competitionwill not always be desirable.24In particular,a corporate
charterwhich (a) requiresa raiderto makepublichis informationand intentions
(thus transmittingthe informationfor free to other potential raiders and encouraging competition) or (b) requires that the raider keep his tender offer
outstandingfor some fixed minimumamountof time (so shareholderscan wait
for a better offer from a competing raider) may be undesirable for initial
shareholders.Instead, shareholdersmay preferto protect their propertyrights
by limitingthe dilutionlevel, 0. The WilliamsAct now makes (a) and (b) the law
in the United States. The ex post competitionit generates may in the long run
discourage many raids from ever taking place. The decrease in managerial
efficiency which is a consequence of the government-induceddecrease in the
probabilityof raids will not in general be socially desirable.25

23
The Value Line Survey, published monthly by Arnold BernhardCo., New York, lists
companieswhichhave stock marketpriceswhichareas muchas 50 percentsmallerthanthe valueof
liquidassets (like vault cash) less the value of debt liabilities.The Value Line Survey lists these
companiesas good investmentsbecausethey areripefor a takeoverbid!Hearsayevidenceindicates
thatthese firmsarerarelytakenover. See Hindley(1970)for empiricalworkon a similarproblem.
24 Thisproblemis similarto competitionin productinnovation.See Loury(1977)andDasgupta
and Stiglitz(1977)for an analysis of ex ante competitionand its relationshipto ex post monopoly
power.
25 Recently, incumbentdirectorshave used the courts to delay a raider'stakeoverbid while
they searchfor a "WhiteKnight"(i.e., anotherfirmwhichwill offera higherpriceforthe targetthan
didthe initialraider,as well as a betterpositionfor incumbentdirectorsin the reorganizedfirm).This
appearsto be good for both shareholdersandthe directors.However, the price paidby the "White
Knight"is often only slightlyhigherthanthatofferedby the originalraider.Thusthe ex post gainin
the event of a raidmay not be very large. The ex ante loss, however, may be enormous,because a
potentialraider(who considersincurringresearchand informationcosts) cannot possibly hope to
earna returnif he knowsthatafterhe announceshis takeoverbid, the directorswillfinda competitor
and freely give the competitorall the informationthat the originalraiderhad to pay for. Thus, a
regimeconduciveto the use of "WhiteKnights"is not necessarilyin shareholders'or society's best
interest,since it may lowerthe long-runfrequencyof takeoverbids. It gives incumbentdirectorsan
enormousthreatto use againstpotentialraiders.
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7. Conclusions
* The proper managementof a common propertyis a public good to all the
owners of the property.Ourfundamentalhypothesisis that there are significant
costs in ensuringthat directors/managersact in the interest of the owners. If
one small shareholderdevotes resources to improvingmanagement,then all
shareholdersbenefit. This is the externalitythat the takeover bid mechanism
attemptsto "internalize."
The only way to createproperincentivesfor the productionof a publicgood
is to exclude nonpayers from enjoying the benefits of the public good.26A
simple takeover bid does not exclude shareholdersfrom benefitingfrom the
improvementsin their corporation.Any profit a raidercan make throughthe
price appreciationof the shares he purchases can also be made by a shareholder who free rides and does not sell his shares to the raider.Thus, a raider
faces the same sort of externalitythat any shareholderwould face if he devoted
resources to improvingmanagement.
We are thus led to the conclusion that the initial shareholderswho write
the corporatecharterwill create some exclusionarydevice so that a raidercan
benefit from a takeover bid other than through the price appreciationof the
shares he purchases.This can be accomplishedby permittingthe raiderto treat
the shares of those who have not tendereddifferentlyfrom the shares he owns.
In practice, this is often achieved as follows. After a raid succeeds, the raider
has voting control and can vote to liquidate or merge the corporationwith a
parent wholly owned by the raider. The raider sets the price of this merger
or liquidationat a value he determinesas "fair" to all shareholders.Of course,
it is in his interest to underestimatethe value of the corporation'sassets, since
in thatcase the parentcompany,which he wholly owns, gets the targetcorporation's assets at a discount.
The nontenderingshareholdersare in a minority after a successful raid
and a mergeror liquidationat an unfavorableprice representsa dilutionof their
propertyrights. The law in some states in the United States (e.g., Delaware)
sanctions this dilution, because it recognizes that the raider has no fiduciary
responsibility to act in all of the shareholders' interests (Brudney and
Chirelstein, 1978, p. 1367). However, it is essential to note that ex ante, the
initial shareholderscould have prevented this ex post dilution. For example,
the corporate charter could require that outside appraisers, who would be
approvedby the minority shareholders,estimate the value of the corporation's
assets before a merger or liquidation. Another ex ante method the initial
shareholderscould have used to prevent dilutions would require approval of
say 2/3of the minority shareholdersin the event that a raiderattemptsto merge
or liquidatethe corporationafter a successful raid.27
We have shown that if initial shareholderscannot rely on competition
amongraiders,then they will tend to choose low levels of dilution.Shareholders
realize that by permittingmore dilutionthey increase the threatof a raid, which
26
The strengtheningof class action laws so that the person bringingthe class action can get
a large portion of the improvements would be helpful in insuring good management of
commonproperty.
27 These are the actual "antitakeover" provisions (Articles 8 and 9) of the Brunswick
Corporation's(a corporationregisteredin Delaware)corporatecharter.
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is good because it makes status quo managementmore efficient, but they also
lower the tenderprice they receive in the event of a raid, which is bad for them.
From a social welfare point of view, permissible dilutions should be large,
because this produces a large threat of a raid, which makes current management very efficient. The fact that this large threatis sometimes exercised and
shareholders get a low price has no welfare consequence if investment is
interest-inelastic because it then represents a mere redistribution of the gains

from improvement from the shareholders to the raider. From this analysis
we concluded that shareholderswill tend to make takeover bids more difficult
than they should be from a social welfare point of view. Where investment
by initialshareholdersis interest-elastic andwherethe low tenderprice received
by shareholdershas the socially undesirableconsequence of reducinginvestment, the government will want to restrict raids to some extent. But the
governmentwill still want to encourageraidsmorethanthe privatesector will.
What policy implications can be drawn from our analysis? This can be
answered on two levels. On one level we can conclude that U.S. government
policy on takeover bids from the Williams Act in 1968 to the present may
have hadcertainundesirableconsequences. The Act may have maderaidsmore
difficult, contrary to what our analysis suggests the government's objective
shouldbe. Alleged securitiesdisclosurelaw violationsare often used by current
managementto stall the raiderin the courts and in general to increase the cost
of takeover bids. Alleged antitrust violations are also used by status quo
managementto increase the costs of a raid via costly litigation and delays.
Status quo managementuses the shareholders'money to impose these litigation
costs on raiders. Further,the disclosure provisions of the WilliamsAct, which
force a raiderto announcehis intentionsafterbuying5 percent of the company,
may be good in that competitionfrom other raidersis encouraged,but may be
bad in that shareholdersin an attempt to free ride will compete against the
raider.28Of course, to the extent that there are 'socialbenefits from preventing
monopoly and increasing shareholder informationvia disclosure, the undesirableconsequences of makingtakeover bids more difficultmust be tradedoff
against these benefits. A discussion of some of the benefits and costs of disclosure laws may be found in Grossmanand Hart (1980) and Ross (1978).
On another level, however, the positive analysis of this paper has
implicationsfor the managementof common propertygenerally. In particular,
we have developed a model which can predict how much deviationcan persist
between the potential benefits of collective action and the actual benefits of
collective action. If the corporationis properly managed, shareholdersget a
benefit,whichwe have representedby maxaE,f (a), frompoolingtheirresources
to take advantage of increasing returns to scale-this is a potential benefit.
The actual benefitof collective action, whichwe have representedby max1,r(O),
will be smallerbecause, in general, directors will not act in the shareholders'
interest. We have suggested that the deviation depends on the amount of
unpredictability in the benefits and cost of making takeover bids.

Throughoutthe paper we have used the stock marketcorporationas our
exampleof commonproperty.However, the fact thatthe PublicGoodis a public
28
Recently the Securities and Exchange Commission has proposed amending the Williams
Act, so that a raider must disclose intentions even before he buys up 5 percent of the shares
(Wall Street Journal, February 1, 1979, p. 12). This will further exacerbate the free-rider problem.
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good is true for all forms of common propertyand collective action. Further,
in some forms of common property, for example local public goods, there are
mechanismswhich are analogousto takeoverbids (see footnote 3). Ouranalysis
of the resultingdeviation between the actual benefits and the potentialbenefits
of collective action is therefore likely to generalize beyond the stock market
corporation.
Appendix

Proofs of theorems
O Proposition 1: q()) is nondecreasing.

Proof (by contradiction): Suppose 4 < 4' and q(O) q > q' q(o'). By
revealed preference and the assumption that a manager chooses the higher
profitaction if he is indifferentbetween two actions, we get
U(q) Prob [min (4, v - q) c e] 2 U(q') Prob [min (4, v

-

q')

e ],

(Al)

q)

ec].

(A2)

and
U(q') Prob [min (4', v - q') c e] > U(q) Prob [min (4', 1

-

Clearly, the strict inequality in (A2) implies that Prob [min (4', v - q') c e]
> 0. Hence Prob [min (4, v - q') c e] 2 Prob [min (4', v - q') c e] > 0,
since 4 < 4'. Therefore, we may divide (Al) and (A2) to get
Prob [min (4, 1 - q) c e
Prob [min (4, v - q') c e]

U(q')
U(q)

Prob [min (4), v - q) c e
Prob [mi (4', v - q') c e]

ec], A' = Prob [min (4', v - q)
ec], B
Define A = Prob [min (4, v - q)
= A
Prob [min (4, v - q') _ e], B' = Prob [min (4', v - q')
and
A1
],
- A', A2 = B - B'. Then we can rewrite (A3) as
-

A

A'

A-A1

B

B'

B-A2

(A4)

Now A 2 B, since q > q'. Also

A1 = Prob [min (4', v - q) > e
= Prob [)c
and

<

'

and

and

min (4, v - q) _]

v -q > e] c Prob [ _e <4'

v -q' > e]

= Prob [min(4', v - q') > e
But, by (A4), AB
if A 2 B, 0 ' A1l

-

and

min(4,1v - q') c e] =A2

AA2 > AB - BA1, i.e., BA1 > AA2, which is impossible
A2. Q.E.D.

O Proposition3: For statement of Proposition3, see Section 4 of the text.
Proof: Let 40 be an optimal value of 4, and let q? = q(00). Either v - 40
_Eqo or v- 04)> q?. In the first case, the tender price will equal q? for all
4 2 4). Thus IT(4,q0)is constant for 4+- 40, and hence the status quo profit
q(o) and r()) are constant for 4 2 4)0.
On the other hand, if v -

40

> q?, then q? must maximize U(q). Suppose
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there is a q' such that U(q') > U(qO). Then
U(q') Prob [min (40, v - q')

e] > U(qO) Prob [min (f0, v - q')

_ U(qO) Prob [?0 ' e] = U(q?) Prob [min (40, v

e]
-

q?) '

e],

which contradictsthe fact thatq? = q(00). Thusq?-q*. Then (9) is equivalent
to the shareholderobjective given in (8) in Section 4. Q.E.D.
O Proposition5: For statement of Proposition5, see Section 5 of the text.
Proof of Proposition 5: We show first that R is nondecreasingin 4 for a given
value of q. We then show that R is nondecreasing in q for a given value of 0.

These two facts combined with Proposition 1 will prove that R is nondecreasing in 4.
(a) For a given q, R is nondecreasing in 0. Let S() = {(c,v) |c < min (4, v - q)}
and Q(O) = {(c,v)c - min (4, v - q)}. Assume 4' > 0; then noting that
Q(4) D Q(4') and S(4') D S(4):
? (0')-

(v - c)dF(c,v);

qdF(c,v) +
qdF(c,v) -

? (0') = |

+

(v

(v - c)dF(c,v)

qdF(c,v) +
(omsw?)

Q(0)

S(0)

c)dF(c,v);

-

Q(omsw)t

(v - c - q)dF(c,v) 2 R(4).

+

R(0') =R(4)

(A5)

Q(oms(t,)

(b) For a given 4, R is nondecreasing in q. Lets(q) = {(c ,v) Ic < min (4, v - q)}
andf (q) = {(c, v) Ic 2 min (/, v - q)}. Assume q' > q. Then noting thatf (q')
f (q) and s(q) D s(q'):
R(q') = {

q'dF(c, v) + {
fq')

R(q') =

(v

q'dF(c,v) +
q()

-

-

c)d(c,v);

sq')

-

.fs)ffqP)(v

(v - c)dF(c,v)

q'dF(c,v) +
q()nlf(q')

q()

c)dF(c,v);

s(q)n f(q')

R(q') =

q'dF(c, v) +
q()

+

(v

-

c)dF(c, v)

q()

[q' - (v - c)]dF(c,v).

J

(A6)

s(q)r1f(q1)

Note that if (c,v) E s(q) nf(q'), then c < min (4, v - q) and hence c < 0;
but c ? min (4, v - q') since (c,v) E f(q'); therefore c 2 v - q'. Thus
(c,v) E s(q) nff(q') implies q' - (v - c) 2 0. Whence from (A6)
R(q') 2

{

qdF(c,v) +

{

(v

-

c)dF(c,v) = R(q).
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To prove the last part of Proposition5, note that R(q') > R(q) as long as
Probf(q) > O.This is guaranteed by the condition Prob [v - qm,, - e > 0] < 1.
O Proposition6: For statement of Proposition6, see Section 6.
Proof of Proposition6: By contradiction.Supposethat 4, is any optimaldilution
for the government and that 4, < p. Then, by definition of 4O,g(K,)R(48)
- sK, 2 g(K,)R(4,)
s(Kp-

- sKy, where K,

K,) - g(Kp)R(4p)

-

K(48) and K,

g(Ks)R(4s) 2 g(Kp)R(4p)

K(4,). Therefore,
-

g(KJ)R(Op), (A7)

where the last inequalityfollows from Proposition5 and 4p > Os. Hence
s(Kp - Ks) 2 [g(Kp) - g(Ks)]R(4p)

- [g(Kp) -g(Ks)]r(,),

(A8)

where the last inequalityfollows from the fact thatR() 2 r(4) (i.e., the social
returnis always as large as the privatereturn)as can be seen from equations(8)
and (10). Now note that there are two possibilities:
(A)

r(4s)

<

r(4p)

or

(B) r(4s) = r(4p),

since

4p is a maximum of r(4).

(A) If r(4s) < r(4p), then Ks < Kp, since investment has a highernominal
return under r(4p) for a given K. Hence g(Kp)r(4p) - sKp > g(Ks)r(4p) - sKs
or equivalently [g(Kp) - g(Ks)]r(4p) > s(Kp - Ks), which contradicts (A8).
(B) If r(4p) = r(4s), then, by the definition of K(O) in the statement of
the proposition, Ks = Kp. Since R(4) is nondecreasing, R(4p) - R(8s). Therefore, 4p would yield a social return at least as high as Os. That is, 4p is an
optimaldilutionfor the governmentto set and this contradictsthe assumption
that every optimal dilution for the government is strictly smaller than the
private dilution Op.
This proves the first part of the proposition.
The proof of the second part follows from the fact that if there is any
Os< Op, then by the argumentin the above proof either (A) or (B) above
obtains. But (A) is impossibleby the same argumentas above. (B) is impossible
because r(4) has a unique maximizer. Part (iii) follows from the fact that if
Opis a maximizerof R(4) and s > Op,then r(os) c r(4p) and R(4p) = R(8s).
Hence, reducingOsto Opcan only increase the private return on investment,
which will improve things. Finally, Part (iv) was proved in the text. Q.E.D.
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